
John Saturnall's Feast by Lawrence Norfolk: Taught the art of cooking by his
mother—who was persecuted as a witch, and imparted him with the culinary

secrets of the forest--a young boy in 17th century England is taken to work as a
cook to the lord of a manor, and falls in love with the lord’s daughter

 
An Appetite for Violets by Martine Bailey: Accompanying her master’s young

new wife on a trip to Italy, undercook Biddy Leigh learns the art of Italian
cooking; but food might not be the only thing on the menu, as Biddy quickly

realizes that her new mistress is hiding a dark secret
 

Cinnamon and Gunpowder by Eli Brown: Spared by a lady pirate after she
attacks the ship he works on, a chef is forced to create gourmet meals for the

pirate’s crew—out of ingredients like rat meat and moldy potatoes
 

Feast of Sorrow: A Novel of Ancient Rome by Crystal King: Marcus Gavius
Apicius was a notorious foodie in Ancient Rome, infamous for spending huge

amounts of money on the best ingredients and cooks. This novel tells his story
from the perspective of his chef, who was purchased as a slave for an enormous

sum and tasked with creating the most elaborate meals in Rome

 
The Secret Ingredient of Wishes by Susan Crispell: After running away from her hometown, a young

woman with the power to grant wishes befriends an old woman with the power to protect people’s
secrets by baking them into pies

 
Like Water for Chocolate by Laura Esquivel: Forced to bake the wedding cake for her older sister’s

marriage to the man she loves, a Mexican girl discovers that she has the power to dramatically affect
people’s emotions with her food

 
Envy of Angels by Matt Wallace: When demons, monsters, and spooks need their food cravings satisfied,

they call Sin du Jour Catering, where the clientele is downright devilish
 

Sunshine by Robin McKinley: After being abducted by a gang of vampires and chained to the wall of a
mansion with their rival, a young baker must use her magical powers to keep them both safe

 
Sourdough by Robin Slough: When a burned-out tech worker is given the starter for her favorite

sourdough bread, her life suddenly spirals out into new (and increasingly bizarre) directions
 

Natalie Tan's Book of Luck and Fortune by Roselle Lin: After a fortune teller predicts that the only way
to save her family’s restaurant is by cooking & serving three of her grandma’s recipes to her troubled

neighbors, a Chinese-American chef reconnects with her past and discovers that her family’s food can
(literally) work miracles
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The Language of Baklava by Diana Abu-Jaber: Heartwarming and funny memoir about
growing up in a Jordanian-American household where food was a family affair, full of

recipes for delicious Arab and American dishes
 

Kitchen Confidential by Anthony Bourdain: The late chef Anthony Bourdain’s famous,
no-holds-barred look into what the cutthroat world of restaurants is really like

 
Mastering the Art of Soviet Cooking by Anya Von Bremzen: Traces the history of the

Soviet Union and Russia through its varied (if not always appetizing) foods—from the
sumptuous feasts of the czars in pre-Revolutionary Russia, to Russia’s obsession with

all things mayonnaise
 

The Comfort Food Diaries by Emily Nunn: After experiencing a series of crushing
heartbreaks, Nunn decided to travel across the country in search of comfort, in the form

of soul-healing meals cooked with  family and friends
 

Food: A Love Story by Jim Gaffigan: Comedian Jim Gaffigan gives his thoughts on
everything food-related, from his view that pretzel bread is one of mankind’s best

inventions, to the evils of kale

 
Tea Shop Murders Series by Laura Childs

Hannah Swensen Mysteries by Joanna Fluke
The Caper Series by Peter Mayle

The Chef by James Patterson
Kensington Palace Chef Mysteries by Nell Hampto

A Taste for Nightshade by Martine Bailey



The Hundred Foot Journey byRichard Morais: A Muslim boy from Bombay
works his way up from helping his grandfather run a fleet of food-delivery
bicycles on the streets of India, to competing with a cantankerous French

restaurant owner in an Alpine village, finding love along the way.
 

The City Baker's Guide to Country Living  by Louise Miller: After
accidentally setting an  expensive restaurant on fire with a flaming dessert, a

Boston pastry  chef leaves the comforts of the city behind to work for a
small-town  inn, where she finds love, friendship, and a place to call home

 
Delicious by Susan Mallery: A top-chef must help her ex-husband save their
failing family restaurant, while trying to keep him from finding out a secret

she’s been hiding
 

Chocolat by Joanne Harris: A single mother moves to an isolated French
village with her daughter, and opens a store selling decadent chocolates

that have the power to help whoever eats them find happiness
 

Blessed are the Cheesemakers by Sarah-Kate Lynch: Two  lost souls find
love at an Irish dairy renowned for its delicious  cheeses—produced with
milk from cows regularly serenaded with songs from  the Sound of Music

 
Kitchens of the Great Midwest by J. Ryan Stradal: With a mother who ran off
to become a sommelier, and a father who taught her to love food before  he
died of a heart attack, Emma Thorvald was born to become a master  chef.

This sweet novel follows her path to cooking glory, from her  infancy being
fed gourmet baby food to her adulthood as a star chef, and  shows the power

of food to build relationships

 
American Pie by Pascale LeDraoulec: After accepting a job in New York, food critic LeDraoulec  
decided to use her cross-country journey as an opportunity to explore  that most American of

desserts, pie—stopping at dozens of restaurants,  homes, and even polling places to see the
role that pie plays in  American culture

 
Buttermilk Graffiti by Edward Lee: An  exploration of how immigrants play an essential role in

what we think  of as American food, from the beignets of New Orleans to the pepperoni  rolls
that originated with Italian coal miners in West Virginia

 
The Best Cook in the World byRick Bragg: A mouth-watering memoir that dives into the heart

and soul of Southern  home cooking, straight from the table of the author’s mother
 

Gumbo Life: Tales from the Roux Bayout by Ken Wells: A deep dive into gumbo, from its
origins in Creole and Cajun cooking, to its growing popularity overseas in places like China

 
Cookoff by Amy Sutherland: Cooking  contests are a huge part of American culture, from pie

contests at county fairs, to the annual Pillsbury Bake-Off. Sutherland’s book is an entertaining
look at cookoffs big and small.
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My Kitchen in Rome by Rachel Roddy: Documents a year spent living and cooking in an

ancient neighborhood in Rome, with recipes and anecdotes that bring the joys of
Italian cooking vividly to life

 
King Soloman's Table by Joan Nathan:Follows the Jewish diaspora through time and

space by showing how Jewish cooking has blended with local tastes around the world,
from Israel to Sri Lanka and everywhere in between

 
Made in India by Meera Sodha: Dozens of family recipes that make it a breeze to cook

authentic and delicious Indian food at home
 

The Whole Fromage by Kathe Lison: No  one takes cheese more seriously than the
French, as the author of this book quickly learned when she set out on a cross-country

exploration of  France and all its funky fromage
 

Maangchi's Real Korean Cooking by Maangchi: Some of the most popular recipes from
the world’s most well-known Korean home chef, including recipes for bibimbap,

Korean Fried Chicken, and more


